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ALTA Travel strives to continue providing high value services to consistently meet

our customers’ expectations. To cater to each customer’s airline needs, we have

successfully established dedicated offices and units for our major airlines;successfully established dedicated offices and units for our major airlines;

Head Office in Dubai , Branch office in Karachi (Pakistan).

Five branches in Dubai, a branch in Ras Al Khaimah, one in Fujairah and another in

Al Ain. We also have different divisions to better serve our clients with their specific

requirements.

�ALTA World Travel

�ALTA Corporate

�ALTA Transit Umrah

�ALTA Holidays.
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Apart of these, we also have our own Cargo Office and Warehouse to accommodate

our client’s cargo inquiries. Another fruitful venture is the establishment of our

branch.

ALTA Medical and Travel Service (MTS) in Prague, Czech Republic. In

coordination with ALTA Holidays,

ALTA MTS specializes on spas & hotels in the countries of Czech and Slovakia.
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AlAlAlAl GhaithGhaithGhaithGhaith &&&& AlAlAlAl MoosaMoosaMoosaMoosa TravelTravelTravelTravel AgencyAgencyAgencyAgency LLLL....LLLL....CCCC.
popularly known as ALTA, is one of the first few Travel Agencies in the emirates
of Dubai. Mr. Hashel khalaf Alghaith and Mr. Mohammed Abdullah Al Moosa,
two prominent businessmen of UAE incorporated ALTA in the year 1964, to
carry out Travel, Tours and Cargo related businesses. With a humble start, ALTA
has come a long way since its inception 46 years ago. Now it is often identifiedhas come a long way since its inception 46 years ago. Now it is often identified
with the growth of the city of Dubai.

ALTAALTAALTAALTA has been actively involved in Travel, Tourism and Cargo Services and
have been offering quality services which has given them the privilege to
represent some of the well-known air carriers viz. Saudi Arabian Airlines, Syrian

Airlines, Czech Airlines, TWA and Latvian Airlines in the emirate of Dubai.
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INTRODUCTION
Mission Statement
“We know the importance of our role as freight forwarders in the success of

our customers………..

That is why we seek our success by offering them the most competitive and professional

service in cargo transportation.”

ALTA – an introduction
ALTA CARGO, a division of Al Ghaith & Al Moosa Travel Agency LLC established way back in 1964, is one of the fastest

growing Freight Forwarding companies in Dubai, offering comprehensive cargo related services. ALTA came in to being at a time when

Travel and Cargo services were of prime importance in UAE, a country that was evolving.

Over four decades of service excellence
It is quite gratifying to see how ALTA has grown contributing and keeping in pace with the developments of UAE over the years since its

inception. Our consistent growth and success in this highly competitive freight market, both locally and internationally, ares mainly owing to

the Vision, Ambition, Strength and Commitment of our founder members and a highly professional and dedicated staff members. With many

ambitious plans for a better future, our brisk march continues towards the half a century mark.

ALTA CARGO for “Ideal Freight Solutions”
ALTA CARGO as international freight forwarder offers a wide range of freight related services to companies and individuals

alike, to their utmost satisfaction. Our infrastructure, supported by a well-knit team of professionally qualified and experienced staff and a

strong international network of agents help us achieve a service level of the highest standard. Understanding the needs of our customers and

offering the most suitable freight solution to their utmost satisfaction has always been our primary objective.

Our office conveniently located at the Dubai Cargo Village, adjacent to the Dubai International Airport enables us to provide many value-

added services to our customers. We also have a storage facility with an office in the outskirts of Dubai city where our Packing & Removals

activities take place.
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CITY TOURS 
ABU DHABI CITY TOUR [Full Day with Lunch - 250.00/ADULT, 225.00/CHILD]

A meeting place for tradition and modernity:
This tour will allow you to visit a selection of carefully-chosen Highlights of the UAE's lovely capital. From its remarkable

buildings featuring some of the most stunning architecture to be found anywhere, to glimpses into the past. You will be able

to sample Abu Dhabi's unique blend of culture and fine traditional arts and crafts in the oriental markets and handicrafts

centre. Enter a world where Islamic designs and elements feature on modern architecture, blending the new with ancient

traditions of the East and the West, in this city where the glorious greens of its gardens vie with the blues of the sea and sky.

Places to visit: Emirates Palace Hotel, Heritage village, Dhow Yard, Ladies Handicraft centre, Al Hosn Fort

This tour will allow you to visit a selection of carefully-chosen Highlights of the UAE's lovely capital.

AL AIN OASIS TOUR [Full Day with Lunch - 300.00/ADULT, 250.00/CHILD, 
Minimum: 4 pax]
The true spirit of the culture:

Al Ain, the traditional seat of the Sheikhs is perhaps the most traditional of the main cities in the UAE and it is here that the

desert life is best demonstrated. A true series of oases, there is evidence that habitation in this glorious corner of the world has

continued for millennia.

A visit to the Al Ain National Museum and Sheikh Zayed Palace Museum, is a must, as is a trip to the camel race track and

the livestock market. The wealth of culture to be found in this formerly vital desert trading centre includes bazaars that dates

back to the 18th century. You can also discover a date palm grove with the ancient 'falaj' - irrigation system and watch the

bargaining at the camel market. Following this, you will head to Jebel Hafeet, the great mountain that enjoys a remarkable

location that overlooks the beauty of Al Ain city. You will also visit the Hot Springs situated at the foot of the mountain to

explore that healing water is found abundantly in this area, subsequent to this very amusing tour, you will have lunch in a 5-

star hotel. After which you head back to Abu Dhabi.
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TRANSIT UMRAH
To visit the Holy cities of Makkah and Madina for performing Umrah has always been a dream and prayer of every Muslim

irrespective of his social or financial status; with the introduction of Transit Umrah programme of Saudi Arabian Airline, in

conjunction with the Ministry of Awaqaf of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, it need not remain a dream anymore; dreams have

become realities; the prayers have been answered;

The delightful fact is that now anyone travelling on Saudi Arabian Airlines via Jeddah or Madina could break their journey in the

Kingdom to visit the Holy Cities en route to their home country / destination at no extra cost for the stopover. This opportunity

could well be called a Blessing even before the holy journey begins.

The Kingdom has opened its door welcoming every genuine pilgrim to the Holy Cities with a never-before-simple-procedures in

place with regard to obtaining the Transit Umrah visa, . Where ever you are heading to, you now have a choice to perform Umrah

on your way to your final destination. It is easy and it does not take too much time, you just have to choose the Transit Umrahon your way to your final destination. It is easy and it does not take too much time, you just have to choose the Transit Umrah

Package that suits you best.

Al Ghaith & Al Moosa Travel Agency popularly known as ALTA, who are the GSA of Saudi Arabian Airlines, the national carrier

of Saudi Arabia, in Dubai are geared up to offer further assistance to pilgrims who wish to perform Transit Umrah programme for

all muslims travelling with Saudi Arabian airlines.

Umrah. ALTA can provide all services including processing of Kingdom Transit Umrah Visa, Air ticket confirmation, Hotel

reservations, Meet & Assist services at Jeddah & Medina airports, Transport to the Hotel and the Holy Cities and every other

service associated with the pilgrimage. Indeed it is a great opportunity for ALTA to put their 38 years of experience in the Travel

Trade to offer the best deal for their customers in terms of price and quality of service.

The programme offers a wide range of excellent ground arrangements at a very affordable and competitive price, but also keeps in

mind the comfort of every pilgrim be it an individual or a big family or group. Umrah handling being a prime product of Saudi

Arabian Airlines, all Saudia flights start with Travel Prayers, aircrafts are equipped with Bosla (Kaaba direction pointer),

notification for Ahram Zone (Miqaat), Prayer Area (Mosque), on board B777 aircraft etc. The crew is also trained to make the

religious traveller feel at home and extend facilities to make journey a smooth experience.

Knowing the following facts would enable the passenger to avail all the facilities that are on the cards and make the most of it with

regard to Transit Umrah Programme.
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Contact us !Contact us !Contact us !Contact us !

SALES OFFICE:
8, Lotia Building, Club Road, Karachi, Pakistan. 
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8, Lotia Building, Club Road, Karachi, Pakistan. 

HEAD OFFICE:
Suit #: 813, 8th Floor, Park Avenue, Block 6 PECHS, Shahrah-e-Faisal, Karachi, 
Pakistan. 

Phone : +92-21-111-111-432 
Fax :      +92-21-3454-0594
Email : info@alta-worldpk.com


